
Renewable energy for a low carbon world

Delivering Excellence Through 
Innovation & Technology

Therefore, renewable energy will be a key factor for many 
countries when implementing their climate commitments 
under the Paris Agreement – the Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDCs).

Opportunities include larger renewable energy systems 
connected to the main electricity networks, and smaller 
systems on consumer sites and off-grid systems.

Ricardo has been helping the development of policy and 
regulatory systems to support renewable energy for over 
three decades. Our experience is also now used to address 
the practical issues in developing renewable energy projects 
and connecting these to electricity networks.

Details of the expertise that Ricardo can provide are 
summarised in the following pages.

Driven by strong policy support in key countries and sharp cost reductions, the International 
Energy Agency has made significant upward revisions on the expected uptake of renewable 
energy – it is now expected to increase by 42% from 2016 to 2021 and the cost of solar 
photovoltaic (PV) technology is expected to fall by a quarter.
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• Renewable energy projects – evaluation and technical 
advice, solar PV, wind, hydro and biomass.

• Financial or technical due diligence.
• Loss reduction strategies and programme oversight.
• Asset management including asset performance and 

life extension.
• Analysis and development of sustainable energy 

systems.

• Advice on network connection issues including smart 
network connection solutions.

• Advice on market incentives (for example, renewable 
energy feed-in tariffs).

• Assessment of carbon benefits.
• Advice on the Clean Development Mechanism, carbon 

footprinting, etc.

Low carbon  
generation

Energy regulation

Power sector  
planning

• Operational codes and standards.
• Advice on regulatory strategies.
• Design of regulations and regulatory regimes.
• Developing and implementing regulatory and 

renewable energy incentives.
• Business process design and implementation for system 

and market operations (including detailed advice on 
risk/ reliability assessment, economic dispatch).

• Advice on metering, billing and settlement.
• Regulatory reviews and calculation of tariffs, asset 

valuations, and assistance with regulatory accounting 
and price reviews.

• Electricity pricing and transmission/distribution charges.
• Support in the process of energy sector reform and 

financial restructuring.

• Least-cost generation expansion planning studies.
• Appraising heat and electricity generation projects 

from conventional fuels (such as coal and oil) and 
renewable energy sources (such as wind, hydro, solar 
and biomass).

• Electricity system planning (generation, transmission 
and distribution).

• Master planning/integrated resource planning (IRP) 
studies.

• Supply/demand forecasting (including consideration of 
demand-side management).

• Power system operations support – generation 
scheduling, automatic generation control, operating 
reserves, ancillary services, frequency control, under 
frequency load shedding, governor control, technical 
training and smart grids.

• Energy investment analysis.
• Utility asset planning and optimisation.
• Rural electrification – design of funding and tariff 

mechanisms, and commercial arrangements.
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Smart grids

Private investor  
services

Capacity building  
and training

• Strategy advice on the development of future networks.
• Specifying innovative solutions to improve system 

reliability and resilience.
• Technology evaluation.
• Scoping and management of research and 

development projects.

• Advice on innovation funding applications and 
associated business cases.

• Advice on market entry – economics and potential 
barriers.

• Creating academic and industrial partnerships.

For private energy investors/power asset owners:
• Due diligence and financial evaluation.
• Investment planning.
• Support in negotiation of Power Purchase Agreements 

and concession contracts.

• Transaction advice.
• Strategic advice to independent power producers (IPP).
• Market studies.

Areas of focus include:
• Introduction to power systems.
• System operations.
• Market operations.
• Bespoke training courses.
• Training as an integrated part of a project.

• Power sector regulation and governance:
 - Financing of IPPs.
 - Public-private partnerships.
 - Regulatory concepts.
 - Loss reduction.



Global projects and offices 
Ricardo is a leading provider of advice on sustainability to governments and businesses. The map below shows a selection 
of our most recent global projects. Clients benefit from our global reach and experience delivering sustainable business 
solutions around the world.
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For more information on renewable energy for a low carbon world,  
please contact us at enquiry-ee@ricardo.com or +44 (0) 1235 753000

http://www.444-LSR.com

